patterns, we expect it to be useful for a variety of applications, including technology assessment, 13 cost and energy savings from eco-driving, and the integration of electric vehicle technologies into 14 the grid. 15 
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we present a tool for estimating POV energy consumption that is designed 23 to be applicable to this wide range of uses. The method, TripEnergy, produces accurate estimates 24 for energy aggregates consistent with top-down inventories (e.g. total gasoline consumption), but 25 computes them from the bottom-up based on second-by-second reconstructions of driving pat- 26 terns across the U.S. and an energy model that works with specific, existing vehicles. As a result, 27 TripEnergy can model the effects on aggregate energy use from changes to vehicle technology 28 and driving behavior. TripEnergy can estimate energy requirements for individual trips for a wide 29 variety of vehicle models, and can operate probabilistically, producing a distribution of possible 30 energies for each trip. Energy requirements can be flexibly aggregated by region, trip purpose, ve-31 hicle type, and a large number of socioeconomic variables. The tool produces coherent results with 32 different levels of detail in its inputs, for a wide range of vehicle models, and in a computationally 33 tractable way. It allows more coverage and accuracy than models based only on GPS surveys or 34 direct vehicle modeling, but can address a wider range of questions than possible with fleetwide 35 emissions models. 36 
BACKGROUND

37
Here we present a summary of some widely used methods for estimating POV energy consumption. 38 TripEnergy is not intended to replace any of the methods below, but to add new capabilities in 39 modeling fleetwide POV energy use. 40 
Bottom-up methods
41
Bottom-up methods give energy consumption for individual trips based on direct measurement or 42 simulation. Many studies rely on published measurements of energy consumption per distance to 43 translate miles of travel into estimates of energy or emissions. In the U.S., the EPA requires fuel 1 economy labeling of all new personal vehicles. These are derived from a series of dynamometer 2 tests (8) in which a vehicle is driven through several standardized drive cycles (9). These estimates 3 have been used, for example, to study range requirements in electric vehicles using GPS data 4 (10, 11), or to estimate the fuel price elasticity of energy use (12).
5
To capture greater variation in operating conditions than in EPA drive cycles, some re-6 searchers have supplemented EPA results with direct energy readings from a vehicle's onboard 7 computer (13, 14). Microsimulation has also been used to capture variation in operating condi-8 tions. Various software packages simulate vehicle operation over an input drive cycle (15, 16 such as the effects of driving conditions on vehicle performance (25) . As inventories often lack a 32 picture of travel behavior and traveler needs, they cannot address some policy questions related to 33 meeting users' technology needs, charging infrastructure, and impacts of charging on the electric 34 grid. 35 
Hybrid methods
36
Combining large and representative sample sizes with realistic trip patterns has been an ongoing 37 goal of transportation modeling. Some methods accomplish this by using the output of travel 38 demand models as proxies for real-world data. These include four-step network flow models and 39 more complex activity-based or car-following models. Simulated trips can be fed into software 40 such as MOVES (26) trip energy consumption is highly variable, we would like our method to be able to produce a 22 probabilistic picture of energy intensity, which is often more relevant to users' needs. 23 The most accurate estimate of an individual POV trip's energy consumption is likely to 24 come from microsimulation or onboard instrumentation, while the best measure of national energy 25 use comes from accounting of fuel sales. Bridging these data types allows analyses that run across Energy savings from changes to vehicle performance and technology 27 We recently used TripEnergy to study how improvements to battery capacity would affect BEV 28 range, showing that expected battery improvement will practically eliminate the difference be- energy use given a drive cycle, ambient temperature, and specified vehicle type (Fig. 1.) . These rounding was fit to the NHTS trip distance and time distributions, providing the probability p(x|x) 20 that a rounded distance or timex was originally x. As described in (37) this function can then be 21 used to estimate the distribution of the original unrounded distances and times. 22 The purpose of the demand model is to augment the data in the NHTS with detailed in- The set of all linked driving conditions measure a range of plausible operating conditions 11 of the POV trip observed in the NHTS. Each combination of drive cycle, temperature, and de-12 rounding can be fed into the vehicle model described below, leading to a probability distribution 13 for energy requirements of each NHTS trip. 14 
Vehicle Model
15
For convenience, we decompose a trip's total energy use E use into drive energy E drive needed 16 for vehicle motion and auxiliary energy E aux used for other purposes, primarily climate control. 17 Thus we have E use = E drive + E aux . To compute E drive , we factor it into final energy E tr , also 18 known as tractive energy, actually delivered to the wheels and a drive efficiency factor η drive : 19 E drive = E tr /η drive . (To distinguish pre-conversion energies, measured at the battery or gas tank, Our approach is similar, and uses a fitting approach first proposed by Lutsey (41) Reproducing EV and ICEV performance behavior distance where, for a given average speed, fuel economy tends to increase with trip distance for an 14 ICEV but decrease for a BEV. This is occurs because longer distance trips tend to include more 15 highway driving.
16
In addition, the method here can be used to study variability in fuel economy given the dis- To test the accuracy of energy estimates we performed a cross-validation test in which one set 2 of GPS trips were used to predict the energies of another set. One tenth of the GPS trips were 3 chosen as a test set and the remainder used within the demand model as described above. To 4 simulate survey data, distances and times in the test set were rounded as though they were part of 5 the original survey data, with only the rounded distance and duration observable by TripEnergy.
6
For comparison we performed the same test using a different method of drawing on the reference 7 GPS data. We compute the average fuel economy of all reference trips and apply this fixed MPG 8 value to all test trips. We call this the 'MPG Method'. Both estimates were compared with energy 9 consumption calculated from the full GPS drive cycle, taken as the true values, with a constant 10 auxiliary power of 300W assumed.
11
We show results for a BEV (the 2013 Nissan Leaf) with similar results for ICEVs. (Fig.   12 4.) Both methods perform well at estimating total energy. Across ten folds, the root median square 
